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GSS crucial in budget decisions
By Karat
CAMPUS HEWS EDITOR

Less than a week after
Governor Bob Taft proposed
higher taxes in his sobering State
of the State Address, Graduate
Student Senate will have the
opportunity to play a crucial role
in the decision making process of
any future budget cuts at the
University.
Speaking candidly at Friday's
Graduate Student Senate (GSS)

meeting, Edward Whipple, vice
president for student affairs, considers the responsibility of GSS
members no small task.
"This is a subject that 1 hope
Graduate Student Senate will
become actively engaged in," he
said. "Your input is very important, and 1 hope you'll take that
seriously."
The state of Ohio, in keeping
with a statute that dictates that it
must have a balanced budget at

Police notify
parents on
underage
drinking

the end of every fiscal year, must
find about $720 million before
lunc30.
Taft has already signed an
executive order cutting state
spending by $121 million and
proposes raising taxes on cigarettes and alcohol.
"As is the issue in many other
states, the financial situation is
not good," Whipple said.
Cuts in education funding,
however, didn't make it into Taft s

speech.

"In his reduction plan, he
excluded K-12 and higher education," Whipple said. "He did say
though if his proposal didn't go
through, he'd have no choice,
which is probably understandable, to go back and ask higher
education and K-12 to take budget cuts"
In the event that the University
loses funding from the state,
administrators figure it to be a

heavy chunk of change.
"What that means for Howling
Green State University, we think
right now, is that if we were asked
to help reduce the budget, it
would be about $2.4 million,''
Whipple said. "And that's really
tough in a budget year when
you're already halfway through."
Discussions are already occurring throughout the University to
find ways to cut this potential
amount of money, but large
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By Debra Beal
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The Bowling Green Police
Division has implemented a
parental notification policy for
underage alcohol offenses
"We now send letters home to
the parents of all persons arrested
between the ages of 18 to 21
where alcohol is involved," Chief
Thomas \fotava said.
The letter is used in cases where
a minor was charged with a criminal violation or an alcohol related
traffic violation.
"The Bowling Green Police
Division is very concerned about
the quality of life within our community and believes that the notification of parents is one tool that
can be used to combat incidents
of disruptive and/or criminal
behavior," Votava states in the letter.
Since October 2002, when the
policy first took effect, the department has sent a total of 75 letters
to parents, and has received nine
responses in return.
Parents seem pleased with the
notification policy, as all the feedback has been of a positive nature,
according to Lt. Ken Fortney.
The policy began after the
police department conducted
resident surveys in an effort to
improve the quality of life in the
community. The most frequent
complaint mentioned among the
residents was the disruptive
drinking behavior of minors.
Overall, the number of repeat
offenders has been a concern,
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Program
benefits
couples,
children
REPORTER
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VICTORY: Tampa Bay Buccaneers head coach Jon Gruden throw up a "number 1" as he celebrates winning Super Bowl XXXVII from
the sidelines. The Bucs beat the Oakland Raiders 48-21, with a strong defensive effort. Check tomorrow's edition of The BG News
for an in-depth analysis of the big game.

Chuck D to speak at Union
By Chuck Soder

UAO/BLACK ISSUES
CONFERENCE EVENT

CHIEF

Public Enemy's Chuck D won't
waste time at the podium when
the hip hop pioneer speaks on
race, music and society at the
University on Feb. 8.
Chuck D's speaking style goes
beyond rhetoric — he's not
afraid to take a stand, according
to loel Friemark, a member of
University
Activities
Organization, who helped organize the free event.
"He doesn't hold his tongue
much," said Friemark, who has
seen him speak on several occasions.
What comes from that tongue
is worth hearing, Friemark

within the Ohio House and

By loanna Hammer
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tuition hikes an' currently not
planned.
(toe ol the ways to raise ret
enue is through tuition and fees
and that's something, of course,
we're nut advocating," Whipple
said. "Obviously the intent would
be to keep tuition as low as posstble."
But considering the situation

WHO: Chuck D
WHAT: Speech on race, hip hop
and society.
WHEN: 2:30 p.m Saturday,
Feb. 8.
WHERE: Lenhart Grand
Ballroom in the Union

added. "He's a brilliant, brilliant
speaker."
Chuck D has plenty of experience to speak about aside from
having made 13 politically
charged albums with Public

Enemy. He hosted his own segment on the Fox News Channel,
has served as spokesperson for
free music on the Internet and
wrote a book called "Fight the
Power. Rap, Race, and Reality."
"He can draw from such a
wealth of knowledge and experience," Friemark said,
UAO isn't the only group
responsible for the event — the
Black
Issues
Conference
Committee approached the
group with the idea, according
to Jonathan Warren, who served
as a liaison between both
groups.
"Basically, they were looking
for someone who could talk
about how hip hop affects our

everyday lives," Warren said.
Though the event was initiated by the Black Issues
Conference Committee, UAO
has been interested in Chuck D
for some time, according to UAO
President lordan Ohler.
"We've been wanting to bring
this guy for years," Ohler said.
Few groups have the same initiative in approaching UAO for
help with events, according to
Warren.
"Any organization that comes
to us and needs help (with an
event), we'll consider it," he said.
"Lots of organizations just don't
ask."
Though the event will be part
of the Black Issues Conference, it

is open to any student, staff or
faculty member, regardless of
race.
"If they're not an African
American, they should still feel
free to listen to this great speaker," Ohler said.
Chuck D's style is also inclusive, according to Friemark.
"It's almost more of a conversation with the audience in
some ways." he said. "You feel a
lot of energy going back and
forth."
That conversation starts at
2:30 p.m. in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom in the Student Union.
A book signing will follow the
event, which is free with a
University ID.

Founded in the early 1980s as
the result of citizens concerned
about domestic violence, First
Step helps men, women and children live abuse-free lives.
The First Step name was adopted in 1988 after a suggestion was
made by three women who were
helped by die agency.
It is the first domestic violence
agency in Ohio and the fourth in
the nation to have built a shelter
from the ground up.
Kevin Risner, a worker at First
Step said, "Our modem shelter
facility is an excellent place for
women and children who need
temporary safe residency."
First Step offers temporary
housing and other crises services
for individuals and their children
who are troubled by abuse.
They hold programs such as
Passages. This classroom experience helps both the abused and
the abuser make changes that
allow them to find solutions to
end the violence in their lives.
"Passages is open to anyone
who wishes to live an abuse-free
life," Risner said. "It has proven so
effective that the court systems in
First Step's service area routinely
refers individuals and families to
the course to learn how to choose
effective behaviors.''
In 1991, Passages first opened
up to men after suggestions were
made from women who had participated in the program. They
believed the men in dieir lives
could benefit from the class since
the couples desired to continue in
their relationships.
Two 1994 studies were conducted on the effectiveness of
Passages and both confirmed the
success of the program, Risner
said.
Individuals can also talk to First
Step professionals any time by
using their toll-free line, 1-800466-6228.
Rebecca Blank, the Client
Services Coordinator for First Step
and a University Alumnus, said
that the 24-hour crisis and support line does not get people out
of abusive relationships or stop
abusers from perpetrating further
harm.
"Only the individual themselves decide to make those
changes happen and change
what they are doing" Blank said.
She added that the 24-hour crisis and support line is a lifeline for
thousands of individuals to
receive valuable information,
encouragement and develop
ABUSE, PAGE 2

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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First Step helps troubled relationships
"The biggest obstacle in ending abuse is changing society's
view that relationship violence
and abuse is strictly a
gender/social issue," Blank said.
Scientific research needs to be
supported to better enable society to understand human behavior and respond more effectively
to the victim's and abuser's needs,
she said.
"The need for creative solutions to be developed that help
individuals make positive
changes in their lives is what
drew me to work at First Step and
keeps me here," Blank said. "I am
a problem solver, teacher and
mentor by training and instinct. I
have seen the power that learning
new information and acquiring
new skills can have on the personal growth and development

ABUSE. FROM PAGE 1

plans lo change their situations.
The process of getting out of an
abusive relationship is not necessarily the goal of most calk — or
necessarily the safest option for
some victims," Blank said.
She said the vast majority of
calls received by First Step are
from individuals wanting information and questions answered.
Each call is an essential step in
the individual's processing of
information and making changes
in their lives.
"The only person they can
change is themselves — and that
can be empowering" Blank said.
Society needs to examine its
definition of abuse in order to
help end it, she said.
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NOTIFICATION. FROM PAGE 1

according to Fortney. "After
we've arrested someone over
and over again, we began to
think that if it takes a letter to
mom and dad to stop the problem, then we were willing to do
that, "he said.
The program is not targeted
at University students alone —
it is community-wide.
Since the program is fairly
. new. it is too early 10 determine
if any significant change has
been made, although research
indicates the policy is sound.
In 2000, the University conducted a national study and
found that parental notification was an effective deterrent
to underage drinking. Overall,
the study indicated "a slight or
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"At First Step the staff attempts
to be very realistic about how to
approach domestic violence situations. Domestic violence is a
sensitive issue, of course. The
spectrum of what is reaignized
as domestic abuse is broad,"
Risnrr said.
Spectacular cases exist that
become the subject of movies
and leading news reports, he
said.
"We prefer to not focus too
heavily on the sensational cases
or else we risk sending a message
to other people that what they
might be experiencing is somehow acceptable," Risner said.
"Aside from the sensational factors and the politically driven
ideas about domestic violence,
what we an1 dealing with is sim-

Notifications deter
underage drinking

|Money Money*
| Everywhere... |

More
Monopoly
money is
$ printed in a
*
.
year, than
I rea " money
• throughout
| the world.
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process.

significant reduction in the
minitx'i of akohol violations."
including vandalism and other
alcohol related offenses,
according to a University press
IvU'.lSC

The study was conducted by
Donald Gehring ihaii of tin1
higher education administration program. Carolyn Palmer,
a professor in the college student personnel program, and a
team of graduate students.

In an effort to reduce underage drinking, the University' follows federally mandated programs, which require distribution of pamphlets on the effects
and laws of drugs and alcohol,
but the study found this is not a
successful deterrent to student
drinking
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Senate as well us the fact that
Ohio ranks among the top 10
most expensive states in which
to attend higher education, this
could prove lo be tricky for

administrators.

"W'eie dealing with a very
conservative Republican legislaluie. both the House and the
Sen,tie. and neither group is real
Interested in raising taxes,"
Wliipple said. "It poses some
real challenges."
According lo Whipple, the
University, however, may not be
as had oil as oilier slate schools,
colleges and universities.
"I think the institution is pretty well prepared because we
haven't spent all of our dollars,"
he said. "There are other institutions in the state that might be
in a little more critical situation."

2 Soups Daily
4 Types of Baked Pasta

523 E.

Wooster St.

Your #1 Choice for a
Healthy Meal

419-353-7770

REPRESENT BG IN A REGIONAL
NINE-BALL TOURNAMENT!
In a best of five series, players will compete
for the Association of College Unions
International Regional Tournament. Winner
of the regional tournament will compete in
NATIONALS!
Registration fee for the tournament is $5.00.
Sign up is at the Union Information Center.
The qualifying matches will take place in the
Black Swamp Pub February 1 and 2. This is a
men's competition, with a women's round to
follow.

Catering - Dine-in - Carryout - Delivery - Party Trays
Any questions,

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402
u u w .wcnet.org/~gbrental

Hours:
Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pmi
Saturday (9jim - 1 pm)
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(516 & 522 E. Merry Ave.)

Field Manor Apartments

(519 Leroy Ave., 542, & 560 Frazee Ave.)

Frazee Avenue Apartments
M
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(818 Thurstin, 624, & 656 Frazee Ave.)
• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 baths, furnished
• dishwashers/garbage disposals

670 Frazee - COMPLETELY REMODELED FOR FALLI
• Completely Remodeled 2 bed, 2 bath, new
kitchens, new carpet, new furniture.
• Call for Details!!
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445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43403
GREENBRIAR, INC.

(419)352-0717

^1 East Merry Avenue Apartments

■ call Afwandi: 372.441W

S2.00 Cover Scr
2-4-1 Dances
on Tuesdays
SlO.oo Nude Dances
on Wednesday

Hours:
Man I n (9 am - 5 pm)
Saturday i'' am - I pmi

GREENBRIAR, INC.

FALL 2003 APARTMENT
LEASING SPECIAL

impact graduate students is a
reason fen GSS members to sta)
actively involved in various
committees to represent the
needs of graduate students.
Make sure that representatives thai have seats on appropriate committees are engaged
and bring forth issues and concerns lot graduate students,"
Whipple said to GSS at theii
FHday meeting. "Students arc
very much a part of how we go
about deciding what our plan
is."
Despite what happens to the
University's budget, GSS programming will continue.
"We're going to be thinking
about ways to make GSS more
appropriate to the community
and get us fully involved," Daley
said. "We're trying to get our
programming up and get that
into a more effective mode
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Get Warm With Us!

The University is already in
the process of finding ways to
cut costs.
"We've kept a lot of positions
open, so we have what is called
'salary savings,"' Whipple said.
"Those dollars would come
from positions not filled, so we
would look ai operating costs
thai we could sum trimming
back."
Sabi y savings' are good news
for graduate students who are
looking to teach to fulfill graduation requirements,
W'eie in a fairly good position as graduate students," Malt
Daley, treasurer of GSS, said. "If
there are open positions, it
means that they need us Igraduate studentsl more than ever lo
teach courses, proctor and help
maintain quality education."
However the fact that any
budget cuts in the future will still

What u«wling (liven cit) street sign has lo lv replaced the most.1

r

We also have a wide variety of •xpressos, cappuccinos, and coffees.

do not have good interpersonal
relationship skills that enable
them to have a positive relationship free of conflict in the home,"
Risner said.
Risner said it is important for
First Step to become involved in
offering relationship training
because what goes on in homes
directly affects the children living
in the abusive environment.
Ihire is no doubt that the
children are effected more deeply
than the adults," Risner said. "I-nr
the sake of the children, First Step
wants to offer relationship training to the parents—and to future
parents. You asked the question,
'Who is being helped?' Along
with everyone else, we sincerely
hope the answer is the children."

Grad students could
benefit from budget cuts

7770

Get out of the cold,
Get in here,
and warm up with or oven baked grinder.

marriage and relationship skills.
Domestic violence is commonly characterized as an act of
violence perpetrated by the husband against the wife, within the
context of what appears to be an
average home, Risner said.
However, the facts are somewhat
different.
Studies have shown that a
household that is made up of a
married couple in a first marriage
is the least likely household to
experience domestic violence or
child abuse.
Studies conducted in Great
Britain have shown that households made up of other types of
pairings—second marriages, living together but not married, etc.
— are more likely to experience
domestic violence.
"Unfortunately, most people

ply real people who are experiencing relationship problems."
Many of those people just want
to know how to fix their relationship and reduce or remove the
conflict. Risner said.
"We try to make that possible
when people want that — to give
them the best skillls to find success in a new season of relationship. This is what really makes
First Step different from many
other domestic violence agencies," Risner said.
"I think the key word for our
philosophy is reality. Some people want out of their relationship
and they should get out. We offer
every service to assist in that
process and maintain safety for
all involved," Risner said.
First Step is becoming more
active in the area of teaching

JANUARY
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SPECIAL
$300 Off Deposit

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
• 3 Bedrooms/2 Baths, furnished - limit 4 people
• Apt. 49 - 72 (A/C & fireplace)
• Apt. 1 - 48 (A/C only)
• Close to campus!
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Heinz Apartments
(808 & 818 N. Enterprise / 424 & 451 Frazee Ave)
• 3 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, furnished - limit 5 people
• A/C, fireplaces, microwave, dishwasher, garbage disposal
• Close to campus!

Mercer Manor Apartments
• 3 Bedroom/2 full Baths
• A/C, fireplaces, microwaves, dishwasher,
garbage disposals

UNITS GOING
FAST!

Check out our website at: www wcnet.org/-gbrenial
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EMERGENCY HEATING FUNDS RELEASED
WASHINGTON - U.S. Senator George Voinovich

CAMPUS

issued a statement Ian. 24 applauding President Bush's
announcement that he would release $200 million
from the law Income Home Energy Assistance
Program. LIHEAP is a program to help low-income
families pay heating bills. The funding includes $7.7
million for Ohio.
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8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Remembering Vietnam
Remembering those from NW Ohio
who served in the Vietnam War
and who are listed on the Wall in
Washington. DC by reading their
names. Sponsored by American
Culture Studies.
Union Falcon's Nest

I

lennium. It features work by several of the foremost contemporary
landscape painters working today.
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery

Union Multipurpose Room
3 p.m.
Center for Applied Technology/
Architect Environmental Design
Studies Open House
Public is invited to attend
1st Floor Saddlemire

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
The Contemporary Landscape
This exhibition will explore several
approaches to the question of why
the landscape continues to be a
compelling subject in the new mil-

friends. Open to anyone in the
BGSU community. For inlormation.
contact Teresa Milbrodt at 3729683 or terrian@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
107 Hanna Hall

Thursday, Ian. 23:
A laptop computer was reported
stolen Irom MacDonald East
A mountain bike was reported
stolen from the bike rack at Rodgcrs
A student has been releried to
student discipline tor parking illegally and having in her possession a
lost or stolen handicapped decal.
Stephanie Sokol, Brunswick Ohio,

4 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Writers Group
An hour long haven lor writers,
those who like to write, and those
dragged along by their writer

6:30 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Support Group for Women with
Anorexia & Bulimia Concerns
Group support lor women at all
stages of recovery Contidentiality
is emphasized. Sponsored by the
Student Health Center and the
Counseling Center. Please contact
Judy Miller lor more inlormation,
372 7425.
107 Hanna Hall
9 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi Info Night

Olscamp Hall 101A

/\-.

If you love BGSU and are...

#V>

enthusiastic

was cited lor disobeying a traffic
control device on Library Drive
Katie Abell, Bowling Green,
backed her vehicle into a vehicle
owned by Lynn Clark ol Perrysburg.
Ohio.
Complainant reported her wallet
was stolen while she was m the
Union
Janice Finn, Bowling Green, was

THE
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COLUMBIA, Mo. — As the
United States Inches closer t<>
aimed conflict with Iraq,
Columbia's anti-wai groups are
already planning how they
would read if the talk of war
became a reality
The
Columbia
Peace
Coalition, which is made up ol

Hi organizations, is planning
what ii i.ilK ,i da] >l n-isiancc
for peace," which will consist ol
demonstrations the day aftei
the United States attacks Iraq.
As pan of ihe day oi rest:

tant e. the coalition wants those
who are against war to take the
day oil IIOIII work or School
avoid shopping and wear a
black armband to symbolize
opposition,
The purpose ol ihe day of
resistance is topuU people away
from their dairj activities so they
could dedicate a da) to peai e,
said Mark Maim, director of
Mid-Missouri Peaceworks.
"Ol course this is something
we hope we will not be doing.
Maim sanl.
the da) oi resistance would
also include morning and

dependable
TUESDAY

i/28 FROM 8-io PM:

JOIN US FOR OUR ICE CREAM SOCIAL

CM?i

this is the summer job for you!
WEDNESDAY

Apply to be a 200£ summer Orientation Lead
7:00PM -

8:00PM

Bowen-Thompson Student Union, Rm. 207

STOP
]* WE'RE LOCATED

Information Sessions:
Februarys", 4", & 6*

i

evening rush-houi
peace
demonstrations at major intersec linns across Columbia, a
march from Speaker's Circle to
Rep. Kenny HubhoTs office and
an afternoon prayer vigil at
Sac led I leal I Church.
I University of Missouri professor of political science Paul
Wallace1 said, Abu should use
education as your tool, rather
than just protest. Bringing the
economy to a halt oi bringing a
sin letytoa hah Is a tactic thai is
wider) used Hut stopping the
ec > in* illiv fc >r the clay will end up
hurting everybody."
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turning in lot E and struck a parked
vehicle.
When checking out a noise complaint, the hall stall found marijuana and a pipe in a room at Compton
Hall The resident will be referred to
student discipline
A student has been referred to
student discipline lor drug suspicion
and an alcohol violation

Day of resistance planned
By Brenden Clawson

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
UA0 Poster Sale

830 am - 4:30 p.m.
Direct Pressure: A Collective ol
the Print Society ot BGSU
Union Galleries
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THE CAMPUS BLOTTER

Applications available February 1" online at:

www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/oreq/leaders.html

1/29 FROM 8-10 PM:

BY AND WATCH "THE BACHELORETTE!"

IN THE CONKLIN NORTH GREEK UNITS ACROSS FROM FRATERNITY ROW|

A*? f*t*.u~*. c^u^t Jic^y U 3/4-5737
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THE BIGGEST BACK TO SCHOOL

POSTER SALE
WAREHOUSE SALE!
JANUARY 27 thru JANUARY 30
Monday - Wednesday: 9 AM-9 PM
Thursday: 9 AM-3 PM
Fashions from the pages of the
J.Crew Catalog up to 70% OFF!!
Free admission. Open to public!

Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Bowling Green State University
Lenhart Grand Ballroom • Room 2G02
1001E. Wooster St. • Bowling Green, OH 43403
DIRECTIONS
From 1-75:
Exit at Wooster St. Head West on Wooster St. to Thurston St. Then head North
on Thurston St. The Bowen-Thompson Student Union is located on the right.

We accept Visa, Mastercard, American Express,
J.Creiv Credit Cards, Casli and Check (with proper ID)
INCLUDES IRREGULARS, DAMAGED & CUSTOMER RETURNS

.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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OPINION

'Then are pluses and minuses. The plus is
that I'm known by everybody. The minus is
that I'm known by everybody."
TaJk-ebaw hat fEJUrY tflUNGEJt, on considering miming as a Democratic
candidate for the US, Senate tint yew.
(■MMHfLCBfn)

Students: Speak up about budget
g~y ovcmor Bob Tan used
I --•ovnech'rty word* in his
VjSue of the State
address. No, he did nol drop the
f-botnb on anyone. He used the
words "higher taaes" and "budget an*"
Governor'Talk proposed an
increase of tax*. cigarettes
and other ilernfttf try to balance
the state budap.if the tax pre
posal fails, hlpier edurarton may
be called upon to sarrake some
itsajteaehrtowflindtng.

In (he event thai this would
happen. University organizations
such as Graduate Studenl
Senate, Undergraduate Student
Government and others would
have the opportunity to voice
their opinions as to what programs would be cut.
According to a speech given by
Edward Whipple, vice president
for Student Affairs, at the GSS
meeting Friday, groups liles GSS
have « unique opportunity to
eoritrihule their ideas to admin-

istration and display their leadership skills.
We here at The BG News commend Whipple and administration for encouraging this type of
leadership among the student
body.
Considering that Ohio has one
of the lowest budgets for funding
education, il is nice that administrators are encouraging student
groups to take such an active role
in the budget decisions. Tltis will
be especially needed if the

LITERS TO THE EDITOR
Hey America,
rivepeacea
little chance
At this time I would ale to
address the current war issue

that many Ms? vmt to dilate
' or invite. First. I would bke to
thank all of those who support
the cat!» war because- without
you,fctJV duvets wwW not be
the ones lo blame. (By the way,«
was funny OH the Daily Show)
Who is to blame? America Yes,
that's right, America. Sticking
your nose In business that is not
yours does not get anyone very
far. W)wi*v**e*y<*1»>sn torn
•Us"

I'toaMsW-lBtftMuU.
"Wader."
Resident Geosae Bw-h
has *M»i«ou*g to further oui
oaura^Sutoetwfcatbaenin
offlre, ferVsee, Dick Cheney and
Colin Pewe* have made his decision! far Haras whkh only aBowe
me to ask that famous question
that has been asked by every w le
of our mothers, "If everyone
junujed off a. bridge, would you
dolttonr
Con* on Bush - be a man)
Next flme M*mmy Cheney and
Daddy Powell might not be there
to ted you what to do.
So, thank you war supporters
for allowing nte to disagree with
you. War is not understanding,
wat is destruction. In the words
of the beautiful Mm Lrnrmn.
"GhJeSaaceAChancer
JMCNGtU

snotm

War With Iraq
is justified, lets
end the terror
1 was pretty upset after reading
Kyle Gebnart» editorial, "Push for
peaoe, vasr with Iraq not the
answer.' jn, a, he wont so far as to
say thai MsatdWlftush should
be impeach** I take issue with
Kyle's editorial specaVaaV hjs
harsh comment *4nd choice in
eokTg|o>«terangtofi.ac 1st
we*****!* •arrtripoio In the
IkNAWEJtorga
to some, the

Intemational A.N.S.W.ER.
Coalition is the front for the
Workers World Party, an organization in support of socialism. A
careful search on the Workers
World Party website will prove
this association
However, If you call
International A.N.S.W.F.F, they
will not comment on such a connection (I know this, because I
tried, their phone number is 2 12633^B*S); they wHI only refer
you to their website. So, even
thoug|]KyWtsaid,'Butliisle)Mlingus into a fascist state," he is
the one marching in protests led
by self-prodaimed anti-capitalist
groups.
Secondly, the potential war in
4 is n« uniustlCed. Iraq
UorMMeC treaty.
BOXm'iSetlaftVtVuil^l.
would limtm end denouoe* 'snrrorism.
- *-' i .'. n
In a recent report by "tiO
Minutes," Israel revealed that
captured Palestinian documents
prove that Saddam Hussein and
his regime support terrorism
(that report is also available
online). Concerning disarmament, Saddam violated this condition when he kicked out UN
weapons inspectors back In
199*.
Although he has recently
allowed inspectors To return to
his country, the thousands of
weapons That Iraq did have as of
1998 are yet to be accounted for.
When former President George
H. W Bush was visiting Kuwait In
19JJ, the Iraqi government plotted to assassinate him via car
bomb
There are many possible arguments against a war in Iraq.
Some say the war is an excuse to
get Iraq's oil. Tret Is illogical,
because the U.S. gets a very
small percentage of it's oil from
Iraq, and especially since the
President is simultaneously seeking to utfflze the oil that our own
country possesses in Alaska.
Another argument is that no
one should support a war on Iraq
because It would harm innocent
civilians. Unfortunately, with any
war, people will die, but to
become completely complacent
in the name of pacifism would
be a great error for our country,
espedeJry since we have proof
that Saddam harms and Intends
to harm innocent civilians himself. We cannot forgo histire for
peace any longer.

With the mounting evidence
against Saddam Hussein, the
U.S. is taking a hard stance on
Iraq because other countries,
especially those wilh already
eslablished special interests in
Iraq, are lukewarm on the matter. I am thankful that the Bush
administration is taking steps to
assure that the United States
remains true to its word and end
terrorism. It also seeks to change
the regime in Iraq, which it has
expressed with the support of the
United Nations Security Council
for over a decade.
Instead of marching in
protests that demand peace
without any knowledge of the
intentions and associations of
the parties Involved, a more educated and responsible person
should seek out the truth fore, rrtost, especially in matters concerning Hfe or death. I m not
accusing Kyle Gebhan or other
individuals of being communists,
J Just want to bring attention to
the facts and encourage others to
analyze and come to conclusions
based on principles.

University is forced to take a
budget cut in the near future.
The idea seems to be to let students have a voice in which programs are cut and which aren't
rather than simply raising tuition
and other fees that apply to students. In his statement Friday to
GSS, Whipple emphasized that
tuition hikes are currently not in
the picture.
The potential of future budget
cuts adds another burden to
graduate students. The number

One answer for
not choosing
death: God
In Wednesday's Opinion column, Mr. Harris wrote to support
the legalization of assisted suicide In his column he made this
statement, "Most people believe
that when you die you go to a
better place," and asked this
question, "So why the constant
Bglit to not go to a bener place?"
I would offer one answer to
this question regardless of
whether or not Mr. Harris has
considered it. The constant fight
against assisted suicide for many
is based on a belief that God
ordained and created life and
that he specifically forbids the
taking of one's life or the life of
another.
Whether or not this answer
satisfies Mr. Harris is irrelevant, it
does provide sufficient grounds
for many to conclude that suicide is not an action to be condoned or legalized by society.

classes

way to go for books

What's more important,
love or money?

KARA 0D0NNELL
FRESHMAN, BUSINESS

"Money is the key to
my heart."

MEGHAN KESSLER

"Love, because money
doesn't buy happiness.
The guy can't be poor
though. You have to be
comfortable."

aPl
EMILY ARNOLD

SOPHOMORE, AMPD

'145 long as you have love,
you can always get by."

AT ISSUE Can we bear the cost of the over-priced
books available on campus?

Spring semester is underway and classes arc in session
again. By now you should
know what building your classes are in, how much effort to
put forth in them and whether
or not you like your professors,
l-'riday was the last day to drop
a class, so be sure to choose
classes you like. Not to mention after adding and dropping
classes, it's time to buy the
books.
"School books," the phrase is
sort of an oxymoron according
lo the way I look at it. I hardly
ever read them. If the rest of
the student population is like
me, then they hardly ever use
them. I learn more by going to
class everyday than reading a
book. I mean, I'm sure they
have good material underneath all the dull scientific definitions, but I just don't like to
spend time reading il.
If books were less expensive,
then 1 might reconsider the
matter, but I refuse to pay
extreme amounts of money for
books I usually only use once.
As long as I take good notes
and participate in class, I don't
think I need to buy books.
Books are expensive, and the
University bookstore is probably the worst of all the bookstores in Bowling Green. Their
high prices put a severe dent in
my pocket, not to mention my
parents'.
Perhaps the worst part of
the Bowling Green campus
bookstore situation happens at
the end of every semester. I can
return my books for a partial
refund; the refund price is no
more than $15.
That is quite a deal, especially since SBX offers almost three

times that amount for some
books. I must admit, the offcampus bookstores have better
deals than the University bookstore. However, there is a way
around the Bowling Green
bookstores, on or off-campus.
There is a website called
www.bigwords.com which
searches all the online bookstores, like half.com and amazon.com. Trie website finds the
best deals for the book you're
looking for. It's great, f needed
to buy six different books for
my english class and I was able
to get all of them for a very reasonable price.
IYn not completely bashing
the University bookstore, I'm . .
just a little annoyed. The bookstore has to make their money
back to pay for fees and other
things; that's not a problem.
The problem is that refund
prices at the end of the semester are outrageously low. I Ve
learned to take my books to the
off-campus stores to get a bigger refund.
The University bookstore
and online bookstores like
amazon.com and half.com
have comparable prices, but it
all comes down to what the
consumer wants.
Students might think they
live in a sort of bubble without
having to worry about prices
and refunds while they're in
school. If students don't look
for the best bargains now, then
how can they expect to be a
good consumer after graduation?
The great thing about the
American way of life is that we
have the power to choose. 1
choose not to shop at the
University bookstore because 1
think I'm getting ripped off,
and it's as simple as that.
Call me cantankerous or caD
me a fool, but that's my opinion about the scandalous
University bookstores refund
policy.

KRISTIN KLOSTERMAN
SOPHOMORE, IPC

GLENN MGINTYRE
STUDENT

So, listen up graduate and
undergraduate students of
Bowling Green: get involved in
governing bodies and other
organizations and realize that
the influence that such involvement can have.
Edward Whipple has faith in
you. Administrators have faith in
you. We have faith in you.
Graduate students and undergraduate students alike can hay*
a powerful voice. Let's see what
we arc made of.

Off-campus is the
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET

SOPHOMORE, UNDECIDED
ADAM MCMAHON
STUDENT

of full-time professors may be
drastically reduced in the event
of a budget cut.
Graduate students who are
fulfilling credits by teaching in
University classrooms need to be
aware of the responsibility that
would l>e bestowed upon them.
"Salary Savings" that are currently being used to save money
liy keeping positions open will
encourage graduate students to
take on the task of leaching more

"Love can always
make you happy.
Money can't.

HAVE ANYTHING TO PRAISE OR GRIPE
ABOUT?
Send your thoughts to bgnews@1istproc.bgsu.edu. See
Submission Policy for guidelines.

JOEL HAMMOND, MANAGING EDITOR

The BG News Submission Policy
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Opinion Paae permits. Name.year
ark phone number should be inctud ; subject to review for length and claried for verification purposes Personal' ty before printing.
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BASKETBALL: CENTRAL MICHIGAN LEADS THE MAC WEST DIVISION. PAGE 6

BG SPORTS

MONDAY

Men's Basketball
Tues., Jan. 28

January 27,
2003

at Ohio University *t 7 p.m.

Sat., Feb. 1
»! Central Michigan at 2 p.m.

Women's Basketball
Wed., Jan. 29

www.bgnews.com/spofts

at Western Michigan at 7 p.m.

BOWIIIK GREEN STATE UWIW»StTT

Sat., Feb. 1

■vs. Northern Illinois at 1 p.m.

Hockey
•Fri.Jan.31&Sat.,Feb. 1
at Nebraska-Omaha at 7:05 p.m.

Track and Field
Sat., Feb. 1
at Ohio State Inv. at 10 a.m.

Swimming and Divinf
,Sat., Feb. 1
vs. Miami and Ohio at Miami
at 2 p.m.

Gymnastics
Sun., Feb. 2
at Kent State at 2 p.m.

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Miller, Paluch to
speak at Frickers
Bowling Green women's
basketball coach Curt Miler '
and Falcon ice hockey coach
Scott Paluch will appear on
.
tonight's radio show, begin- -,
rung at 6:30.
The half-hoiir show will air •
live from Frickers restaurant
. on East Wooster Street, and
can be heard on WBV1-FM
(96.7).
Dave Horger will serve as
the host of the show, normally
titled "The Falcons' Nest with
Dan Dakich." This week, however, Dakich will be unable to
appear on (he show, as he and
his team will be traveling ton
Athens, Ohio, for tomorrow's
game it Ohio Uniwsity.
MOkkriuKl Paluch will talk
about their respective rearm,
al well a* lake questions from
the audience at (Ticker's, during the half-hour show. .

Baseball picked to
win MAC West Title
Defending Mid-American
Conference tournament
champion Kent State and
Bowling Green, last year'aregular season champion, have
been (elected to win their
respecttre division* of the
t baseball season in rtje Mid
. American Confereriee, .
announced Friday by the
league office. Voting for the
team was conducted by the
league's head coaches
In the West, new division
member Bowling Green edged
last year's divisional champion
Eastern Michigan by six
points, 79-73. The Falcons'
received four first-place tallies,
compared to the Eagles' six.
The Falcons return five
starters and nine pitchers,
including MAC Player of the"
Year Kelly Hunt (IB) and al- '
MAC pitchers Neil Schmitj
(RP) and Kyle Knoblauch. BG
captured its fourth East
Division Crown in five years
last season with an 18-7 league
record, while winning the regular season championship
outright. BG was 32-22 overall
In 2002 and return 18 lettermen from that squad. BG
coach Danny Schmitz Is
beginning his 13th season as
skipper of the Falcons with ah
overall record of 331 -297-4.

Gymnasts place
fourth in Gainesville
Gainesville, Florida —The
Bowling Green gymnastics
team placed fourth in The
Dodge Premiere, held In
Gainesville Florida. The host
school, the University of
Florida, won the meet with a
score of 195.975.
Leading the Falcons was
junior co-captain Melissa
Popovich (Medina, OH) who
posted a 9.825 on the floor
exercise to finish third in the
"vent. Popovich also posted a
9.625 on the vault as well as a
9.725 on the uneven beja^
Check out tomorrow's 10
News for more information

Swimmers go 2-1 at meet
With either a swimmer, a
diver or a relay team placing in
the top three out of nine events,
the Falcons held strong
throughout the competition.
Head coach Kerri Buff
praised her team wfth accomplishment.
"We really raced weft? Buff
said. "1 think we were a Brae low
in the water because we were
tired. But, they are getting confident In themselves and In the
training to come to a meet and
be competitive. We"vwgot good
endurance right now because
of our training''
Erin Dilkes was the lone winner of the meet for Bowling
Green by taking first place in the
100-yard breaststrote with a
time of 1*7.32 swimming her
personal best by .3 seconds.
Also swimming a personal
best was Kelley O'Hara in the
500-yard freestyle placing second with a time of 5:06.00, shattering her time fram previous
meets by 14 seconds.
It is quite an accomplishment to always swim faster
than before. Taking offa second
in your time is like one whole
stroke, and to take off 14 shows
you how much faster she has
become.
Coming off of rough times
with knee surgery that has
tnadc swimming difficult for

SrORIS IEP0IHI

They always say that most
teams step up toward the end of
the season. They say toward the
end of the season, most teams
show what they, are truly made
. of. Theysay ttrat (post teams let
pehple Ir^towv4*t ihev are real
• r^raa^^WnWOte'endofthe
.season. The^saythatyriu know
What teams are really capable of
toward the end of the season.
If all of what people say Is
true, then the Bowtuif, Green
women's swimming and diving
team is a team that is coming
together toward the end of the
season.
Last Saturday the Falcons
took on Saint louls, Louisville
and No 18 Notre Dame and
came away with two victories
and a loss.
They beat Saint Louis 93-20,
Louisville 57-56 and fell to
Notre Dame 43-70. This puts
the Falcons at • record of 5-7
wtth only a couple of dual
meets remaining until the MidAmerican
Conference
Championships at the end of
February.
Having
swum
against
Louisville and Saint Louis
before at the Notre Dame
Invitational and coming away
with a fourth place finish ahead
of the ether two, the Falcons
.Shew that this was going to be a
tough meet, but a good meet

SVYIeHMtB, PAGE 6
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TT8HT FORM: The diving team helped the Falcons to a 2-1 finish on Saturday. Bowling Green defeated St. Louis anH Louisville and fell to Notre Dame over the weekend. The Falcons are now 5-7 overall.

Track finishes fourth at Kent
By (its M
iroms atPORTCa
The Bowling Green womens
indoor track and field team continued to impress with a fourth
place finish at the Central
Collegiate Championships at"
Kent State University, on
Saturday
The Falcons finished fourth
out of 13 teams at the meet. They
tallied 56 points, enough to
defeat nine ether teams, including rival Toledo by one point.
Alicia Taylor had another banner day as she placed first in the

60-meter hurdles with a seasonbest time of 8.82 seconds. Taylor
also finished fifth in the 60-meter
dash and sixth in the 200-meter
dash. Taylor finished first in the
60-mcter dash in last weekend's
meet at Bowling Green.
Mary Willems followed up her
first place finish in the weight
toss last weekend with another
solid performance. Willems finished fourth in the weight toss
with a distance of 16.87 meters.
Kerri McQung also helped out
with a fourth place finish in the
shot put. McClung threw for a

distance of 14.03 meters.
Amber Walker continued her
strong running two meets into
collegiate career. She finished
third in the 400-meter dash with
a time of 57.67 seconds. Walker
also finished fourth in the 200meter dash with a time of 25.49
seconds.
Melissa Krueger ran a season
best time of 5:08.19 in the onemile run. That time was good
enough for sixth place in the
event.
"I was extremely pleased with
my performance." Krueger said.

"I've been practicing long and
hard for it and hopefully I can
just continue Improving."
Nicole Carter finished fifth in
the triple Jump. Carter had a distance of 10.75 meters.
Amber Culp also helped the
Falcons by placing eighth in the
5000-meter run. Culp finished
with a time of 18:45.23. It was the
first time she ran the 5000-meter
race this season.
"It was a start," Culp said. "1
thought 1 did pretty well for it
being my first 5000 run of the
indoor season."

The Falcons also did a good
job as a team in the relay events.
The Falcons placed third In the
4x400 meter relay with a rime of
3:59.15.
The Falcons also placed fifth
In the distance medley with a
time of 12:43.19.
Perm State took first place in
the meet with a total of 151.3
points. Fellow Mid-American
Conference teams Kent State
and Ohio took second and third
place, respectively. Kent State
IMCK. PAGE 8

Anderson Arena win
A midway look
streak ends for Falcons at MAC hoops
■ytrikCesaw

SPOIII

By Anernr dayman
SPORTS Hf-Olllll

u»»iit«

Anderson Arena has been a
. safe hawn for the Bowling
Green basketball team in
recent years. No matter what
trials they face on the road, at
home a seismic student section could propel the Falcons
over most anybody BG was
364 days removed from their
last loss at Anderson heading
into Saturday* game against
Northern Illinois.
Saturday, however, the law
of averages caught up with
the Falcons and shook them.
The home winning streak
failed to reach a full year as BG
fell 63-46.
It was the kind of game that
ends a winning stfeak, an aBout flogging by a red-hot
team.
Northern Illinois increased
their winning streak to five
games. They haven't lest since
a 64-63 home defeat to BG at
the start of the month.
"I thought that Northern
PAGE 6
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HEADING IN: Cory Ryan heads toward the basket in a recent game
against Buffalo. The Falcons fell to NIU Saturday. 63-46.

like most recent years in the
Mid-American Conference, the
2002-03 men's basketball season has been highly competitive and predictably unpredictable. Almost
halfway
through the conference schedule, the MAC post-season picture remains very hazy, with
every team appearing vulnerable
BG's roller coaster season has
been fairly representative of the
streaky nature of most MAC
teams thus far.
After a 2-4 start, the Falcons
ran off six straight wins, then
dropped three of their next four
to conference opponents. After
a disappointing loss to
Northern Illinois at home on
Saturday, BG stands at 5-3 in
die MAC and 9-7 overall.
With 10 conference games
and the ESPN Bracket Busters
still on' the regular season
schedule, head coach Dan
Dakkh's club will have a tough
road toward staying In the
Western Division race.
Hotv*v«t, a tarn's regular

season record rewards them
merely with a better seeding m
the MAC tournament, and in
the tournament, a seven-day
hot streak could land a squad in
the Big Dance.
With that opporninity in
mind, nearly every MAC team "
still has its sights set on March
Madness. Here's a breakdown
of the Falcons' foes and where
they stand as of now

MAC EAST
Kent State: 6-1 (13-2). The
Golden Flashes, coming off
consecutive appoartnees in the
NCAA tournament remain (he
team to beat in the MAC.
Despite losing several key play- .>
ers from last season and head
coach Stan Heath, Kent State '
has maintained their position
atop the East Division.
However, this is not the dominant ball club of the past Kent .
squeaked by a terrible Buffalo
team and got handed a fire <i
home defeat at die hands of the
Falcons, their lone MAC loss
Marshall: 5-2 (9-6). Junior
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BG divers help Central Mich, atop MAC West
Falcons win two
MAC, FROM PAGE 5

SWIMMING. FROM PAGE 5

her in the pasl, O'Hara is pulling
it all behind her and moving forward. She also plated second In
the 200-yard freestyle event with
a tune of 1:55.70.
With the team full of excitement and spirit, many Falcon
swimmers stepped up and took
home some great finishes.
Alissa Davies came in second
in the 50 freestyle with a time of
25.30, Dana Schultz swam a
59.12 in the 100 yard butterfly to
place another second place finish.
Kara Ohngren came in second
in the 1000 freestyle event with a
lime of 10:39.53 and Stephanie
Buckner came in second in the
100 free with a 54.66. The 400yard freestyle relay team consisting of O'Hara, Schultz, Buckner
and Amy Smith finished off the
second place finishes with a lime

of 3:39.56.
The Falcon divers also did
their part in helping the team
score as many points as possible.
Ryan Donley placed second in
the 1-meter with a score of
223.75 and F.niily Hois placed
third in the 1-meter with a score
of210.10.
"It was good to be involved in a
close dual with louisville and
come out on top," Buff said. "We
had divers that were third and
fourth on the 1-meter, losh has
brought a new philosophy to the
team that will show at the MAC
Championships."
Their next dual meet will be
(his coming Saturday where they
will take on Miami University
and Ohio University in a meet
that puts MAC rivals against
each other. With Miami and
Ohio battling for first and second
in die conference, it will test the
Falcons strength even more.

guard Ronald Blackshear is averaging nearly 21 points for the
Thundering Herd, but two of
those conference wins came
against lowly Buffalo. Marshall is
another streaky team, following
three straight January wins with
three straight losses, including
games with Central Michigan
and Kent
Miami: 5-2 (7-9). Running
their usual slow-down offense,
the Redliawks have managed to
overcome a very bad start. Three
straight wins over Ohio, Akron
and Ball State have them back in
the race.
Ohio: 2-4 (5-9). The Bobcats
have a star in forward Brandon
Hunter, but they followed a four

Falcons defeat Akron
ended up with 100.3 points,
while Ihe Bobcats of Ohio earned
64 points.
Besides Toledo, the Falcons
also defeated fellow MAC school
Akron. The Zips finished in seventh place with 17.5 points. The
Cincinnati Bearcats finished
sixth in the meet with a score of
54.5 points.
1 was really happy we beat
Akron," Kruegcr said. "It shows
that we can do better than people
predicted in die MAC."
"It was a shock and it was
gnat." Culp said of die fourth

place finish. "1 lowever, I feel that
we couldVe done much better."
Finishing in eighth through
loth place were Detroit-Mercy,
DePaul and Youngstown State,
respectively. Loyola finished 1 lth,
Illinois-Chicago finished 12th
and finishing in last place was
Uiight State.
The Falcons will compete in
the Ohio State Invitational next
weekend in Columbus.
"There won't be as many teams
at this meet because it's an Invitational," Culp said. "It will give us a
chance to work on little things
like our handoffs and things like

that"

MAC WEST
Central Michigan: 5-2(12-4).
Led by seven-footer Chris
Kaman, CMU was on a major
roll before falling flat against
Kastern Michigan on Saturday.
Still, Central may be the
biggest blockade in BG's path
to a division crown.
Northern Illinois: 5-2 (9-8).

win over the Falcons on
January 14.
Toledo: 2-5 (8-9). The
Rockets had a five-game winning streak earlier in the year,
but have since lost six of eight.
Keith Triplett and Nick Moore
have played well, but Toledo
needs to gain some momentum before heading into
Bowling Green on February 11.
Ball Stale: 2-5 (6-10). Guard
Chris Williams is averaging 23
points per game, but Ball State
is still trying to recover from a
very tough early schedule that
saw them lose seven straight.
As for BG, they will try to
right the ship this week with a
Tuesday game at Ohio
University and a Saturday
game at Central Michigan.

Anyone in Anderson Arena on
Saturday knows that this team
is tough. Dakich praised NIU's
considerable improvement
from earlier in the year, saying
that thi". ha\a i liarly "found a
way to be successful." A suffocating defense has helped
Northern win five in a row.
Western Michigan: 4-3 (124). The Broncos beat some
hefty non-conference opponents early in the year, but
started 0-3 in the MAC All "I
the sudden, four straight convincing wins have Western
i reepingupon BG.
Eastern Michigan: 2-4(8-7).
Eastern rebounded from a
one-point loss to Ball State by
upsetting Central on Saturday.
They also had a convincing

Shooting hurts Falcons in NIU loss
BBALL. FROM PAGE 5

TRACK, FROM PAGE 5

overtime win over Akron with
three straight losses.
Akron: 2-5 (7-9). The Zips have
the MAC's leading scorer in
Derek Tarvcr, and they showed
some promise early on, but four
consecutive MAC defeats
(thanks in part to four games in
eight days) have them in a hole.
Buffalo: 0-7 (3-13). Nine losses
in a row and counting.

Illinois is really doing a good
job," BG coach Dan Dakich said.
"When we played them a couple
of weeks ago, they had lost by 30
at home, they had lost bad to
Marshall, and we beat them on a
buzzer-beater. But they have
found a way to win."
The Huskies capitalized on a
sluggish Falcon team sdll overcoming possible shellshock
from a 22-point loss at Western
Michigan during the week. The
Northern Illinois defense
focused on hounding Kevin
Netter and John Reimold, BG's
top two offensive players this
year. The swarming zone
defense forced turnovers, and a
slow BG transition game
allowed the Fluskies some relatively uncontested lanes to the
basket, plus second-shot

opportunities.
"Today we tried to make a
concerted effort to challenge
every shot," Northern Illinois
coach Rob Judson said. "Our
players had a very good focus
on that."
The Falcons weren't any
more vigilant getting back to
the offensive end. Of their 10
rebounds In the first half, none
were offensive.
BG's ball handlers looked, on
some occasions, downright
groggy. Players were unable to
cleanly corral passes and, on
one occasion, a pass intended
to find a cutting Reimold under
the basket sailed behind him
and out of bounds.
What hurt BG the most, however, was a stone-cold shoniing
game. Besides Netter and
Reimold, no BG player convert
ed more than one field goal in

the game.
"Shots didn't go in, and
sometimes that just lightens
you up," Dakich said. Thai's
what it seemed like it did to us.
We missed some shots in the
worst way. in and out."
P.). Smith and Marcus
Smallwood led the offense for
Northern Illinois with 20 and 11
points,
respectively. The
Huskies' shooting percentage
for the game wasn't glowing at
42.9 percent, but they did
exploit a step-slow BG team to
the fullest, taking 26 foul shots,
converting
22.
Smith,
Smailwood, lanicl Staten and
Mike Morrison were all perfect
from the line, a combined 17for-17.
The Falcons were hit hard by
foul trouble. Cory Eyink fouled
out with less than three minutes to play, and Netter. Ryan

and lah,ii i Mattox all had four
fouls.

Despite the defensive pressure. Reimold wriggled free
long enough to stroke five
three-pointers. His 18 points
were one of the few things that
kept the game from getting
totally away from BG.
Netter fought through the
clogged paint for 11 points. His
first two field goals of the game
were dunks, meaning that
combined with last week's
game against Akron, five
straight home field goals for
Netter were of Ihe slam variety.
The Falcons did have a brief
infusion of life midway through
the second half. A Mattox layup sparked an 11 -0 run thai cut
an 18-poinl deficit to seven at
42-35. Then the I luskies scored
the next five points and put the
g..me out of question.

ii 1910, the speed limit in downtown III- was 8 mpli.
If you sleep in a cold room,
you are more
tit-

SUPPORT GROUP
For Women & Men With
Anorexia and Bulimia
Spring 2003

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2003-2004
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Come see for yourself...You are not alonel
-Women & men at all stages of recovery are
welcome
-Group support and
QUOTES FROM THE
encouragement
PARTICIPANTS
-Interactive discussions
-Confidentiality

720 - 722 EIGHTH - Two 3 BR A-frame units. Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars S550 00 pet month paid in 11 payments ol
$590.00. Deposit $550.00. Tenants pay utilities. Lease
5/17/03 Noon to 5/8/04 Noon.

"7r //<■//" t,' if.' vnw flth't

412 RIDGE - Three BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$940.00 per month paid in 11 payments of $992.00. Deposit
$940.00. Tenants pay utilities. Lease 8/21/03 to 8/7/04

11/.',',■ ,l,'M/.'/l.- Jvi.'M I

Group meetings are
held every Monday
6:30-8:00 pm at the
Women's Center 107
Hanna Hall
Meeting times are subject to change. For
more information contact Judy Miller, cofacilitator, at the
Student Health Service
372-7426

i'Ihit l/i'll U ik'nui
rlm-iiiili."

712 FOURTH, Apt. #E - 3 BR, 2 bath apartment, recently
remodeled. Washer, dryer, dishwasher, air conditioning.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $850.00 per month, deposit
$850.00. Tenants pay all utilities. Lease 5/17/03 Noon to
5/8/04 Noon.

"jt tk'ljv nit </.*r tlnviujh
rli.- II,■■•<•!"
"ir.-.i/,- mm: wtsnly
r,' //.7/> .VII«,7i,->. fiul /v
<//,,* //,'//»<•,/.// rr/vi."

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(419) 354-2260 M-F - 8:30 to 5:30, Sat - 8:30 to 5:00
wwwjohnnewloverealestate.com

Sponsored ov the Notional Association ot Anorexia Nervosa and
Associated Disorders Inc (ANAD)

A151 Ai:/ll(-)IK.\MNE()IIPITYOX,l'QABI"AH/II(-)IKAMNE

*
?OJrtu! tosrtu! YoJrtu!
*Large Group Special*

LARGE PIZZA $5
(minimum 4)
$1.25 additional toppings

Domino's Pizza

353-MEGA

AUrAI-:/.H(-)IKAMNHOIIPi;TY«I>XM'S2ABI'AI-:/.H(-)IKAMN =

.1.
» aTgJtBBOttSS
SALOON1

HIRING ALL POSITIONS
Apply any time!
24M Tiffin Ave-Findlay.OH
(419)429-7884
*

*

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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ien Jerome
Library opened
in 1967, the

NEWS
Classified Ads
372-6977
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Travel

#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun.
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida. Best
Prices! Space is limited!!!
t -800-234-7007
www.endlesssummenours.com

Check oul band bios on

Travel

Travel

Personals

Personals

SPRING BREAK Cancun. Jamaica,
S. Padre 4 Florida. Free parties,
lood & drinks! BEST hotels & LOWEST pnceslwww.breakerstravel com
(800) 575-2026

Celebrity Spring Break brought to
you by StudentCity.com! Book now
4 save up to $100 on all International trips. Party like a rock star w/
MAXIM Magazine & Jackass's
Steve-O. Call 1-800-293-1445
tor details, email

Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential. Local
positions 1 -800-293-3985 ext 626

Spring Break Tanning Specials.
Semester unlimited $65 2 mo.
unlimited $50 1 mo. unlimited $30.
Campus Tanning 352-7889

SPRING BREAK!
Bahamas Party Cruise
$279.
5 days, Includes 10 Free Meals,
Free Parlies & Drink Specials!
Incl Port. Departure, Hotel Tax!

www.springwre.

1.800.678 6386
SPRING BREAK!
Panama City Beach
Boardwalk Beach Resort $199.
Includes 7 Nights Hotel,
6 Free Parlies!
24 Hrs. Free Drinks!
Cancun & Jamaica!
From $459
wwwspringbreaktravel.com
1.800.678.6386

\Afc& ^Exdusives

SPRING BREAK! Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, S. Padre, Jamaica,
Florida, Bahamas. *1 parties with
exclusive appearances by DJ
SKRIBBLE and SHAGGY!! Reliable
air and best hotels. Call 800-7873787 or visit
www.studentexpress.com (or details

Services Offered

Think you're pregnant?
Know all the lads
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

ALII

Ail I

AIM

All 1

All 1

All I

All

Recording Secretary— J^;»JM, C^i;=p..l=
Treasurer— ^_'..v

I ^*;,utv

Corresponding Secretary— -

Delta Sigma Pi

New Member— "VW«.^JV ^7.k«c.

House

Join us now or work for us later!
Mil

All I

All I

Ail I

All I

.Mil

Ail I

C3lb...

~;..»L_„„..L_;

Membership— cJ.»», SnC».nlu

Information Nights:
I Monday, January 27 & Tuesday, January 28
9:00 pm
OLSC 101A

MM

^H'MI

Marshal— ~W\.,«.v TSoll.^.^
Registrar— "0>;«.v»..

Co-ed Professional Business Fraternity

NEW INTRAMURAL SPORT!
4 PLAYER FLAG FOOTBALL.
ENTRIES DUE JAN. 28.

Beauiilul 700 acre summer camp in
Northwestern New Jersey seeks
counselors and activity specialists
Over 100 positions available. Employment dates are from June 15Aug 17. Salary range from $1700$2000 for season plus room and
board. Modem cabins and facilities.
No experience necessary. Just love
kids and working in the beautiful outdoors. 1.5 hours from New York City
and New Jersey Shore Points Visit
our website for additional info and
application packet

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Vice President of Standards— sSvnUy "P3.1
All I

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR 4P FLAG FOOTBALL.
COMPLETE AND RETURN TAKEHOME TEST AND APPLICATION
BY JAN. 27. FORMS AVAILABLE
FROM 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE
OR WEB SITE. MANDATORY
CLINICS ON JAN. 28 AND 29.

Wanted

2003 New Officers
Vice President of Organization— J -in itr.ru

Ai.ll

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S, WOMEN'S & CO-REC
DOUBLES RACQUETBALL
JAN 29

www.campmason.Qfg

President— T3.^tt^«v S-u-.f n.r

www.bgnews.com/pulse

Pisanellos
You deserve the Best!
352-5166 Ask about our specials

f/A/»/?r A*fo*/a#r

""Act Fast! Save SSS Last chnnra
to book! Special rate
S±. www leisuretours.com
800-838-8203

cJTieCPufse
c

online at www.sludanlcltv com

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
CO-REC INNERTUBE
WATER POLO-JAN. 27

CZA,^i,.a -Z-lv.~vo.ovx

Scholarship— A\\«o«*v HLenvfiMA
Panhcllcnic Delegate— JLvinjUay <C3«U.
Education— Ori.fci^« Tdobo-^.
Philanthropy— C.u.u., T3™»«;«,

Now Leasing

Social— JLvUvaUvy i3cU,.,,l«.Public Relations— ~W\.|;„.« AV..,t,
Risk Management— £3t.PL<,..i. ^Ii,„r,

All

,\cp A«t> A«t> A* \<t> A* Atfr A* A«P A* Acp \<i> ,\<t>

Kappa Veto's Q^hde/i ^Djteahs

Alpha Phi

High Speed Internet
Connection Available

Invites YOU to Come loin Us for
Open Recruitment!

2 Blocks from

Games Night!!

Meet/Greet the Sisters!!

Tuesday the 28th
Open House From
7:30-8:45 or9-10:l5

Wednesday the 29th
Open House From:

8-8:45or9:l5-IO

Come and see what Sisterhood is all about!

A*tttndo 8-10 pk
■Kappa <T)ttta Qlotat
hcattd actons fi&h
QhadVtfvldCUaH

WOMEN
UM\

winthrop@dacor.net

i

Married women gain the right to own
Women win the right to vote.

IBM

Laws require equal pay for men and
women doing equal work.

A woman is appointed as a Supreme

Free shuttle

service to
and from
campus.
2 swimming
pools.

Li1""'"

354-3533
vUlafeegreen@dacor.net

en

VILLAGE
GHEEN
ARTS.

Today, women learn complete financial management at*
Building Your Financial Foundation For Women By Women.
In the past, most women had one defined role.

Today.

women are determining their own destinies. Whether you're
single or married, divorced or widowed, learn how to take
control of your finances and enjoy the benefits of financial
management.
Tuesday, February 4th, 2003
Financial Planning a Investing lor Women
Tuesday, February 11th, 2003
Fundamentals of Retirement S Estate Planning,
Divorce and Widowhood
5:30-8:30 p.m. 40 College Park, Room 2
BGSU Continuing Education
Call 877-650-8165 now to reserve your seat. Only
S30per class or $55 lor both which includes workbook.
Light dinner provided
ffnugl, «HM ton fl«o«l—. mt (WS3) ttan*o UASOSIPC IrwaM"**
W™*! S*v«oi ml otad WmnoS WMui Si,.* **•>-, *c (VISA) SM|,H ■.icniMi.
i-e « roi •" ■•*.,. el vowMr, el WS5 or WBA
SKUWM 00M*)

You Can Afford!
Hff \1?: MnNVI1>iE - OIK BR. upper duplex. Limit 2 people.
$473 00 per month, deposit $440 00 Tenants pay utilities. Available
5/17/03 to 5/S/0f
IM ll?i M*MVTII.P. One BR. upper duplex. Limit 2 people.
$473 00 per month, deposit S440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available
5/17/03 to 5/8/04.
517 E. REED- At Thuriein One Bedroom, 1 Bath Furnished. Or
Unfurnished
School Year - Two Person Rate - $540 00
(hie Yen - Two Person Rate - $450 00
451 THURSTIN - Across From OITenhauer Furnished Efficiencies
wllh lull baliis. Assigned Parking.
School Year - One Person Only - $395.00
One Year - One Person Only - $355.00
g?1 P. MF.RRY - Close lo OITenhauer. Two Bedrooms. Furnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $570.00
505 ClOUCW STBFFT Campus Manor - Behind Klnko's. Two
Bedroom Furnished One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620 00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
615 SF.COND • Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year Two Person Rate - $520.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620 00
One Year

Women are elected as mayors of two »-.,, J
major American cities.

Court justice.

Free High Speed Internet
coming this summer.

E, WBMItl

480 Lehman

dorland@bgnet.bgsu.edu or lmpeter@bgnet.bgsu.edu

\<l> A* A* \<t> \<i> \<l> A* \<t> ,\<P ,\<t> ,\<t> A<J> A«t>

400 E. Napoleon Road

1 and 2 bedroom Apartments
for May and August.

Campus

For Questions, please contact
Dana Orlando or Lindsey Peters

Past and
OTintJjtop terrace
Present
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
(419)352-9135

2 bedroom Furnished & Unfurnished
May and August

Two Person Rale - $520.00

B35 FOURTH - Two Bedroom, 1 1/2 Baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $580.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480 00
810 FIFTH Two Bedroom. 1 1/2 Balhs
School Year Two Person Rate - $570 00
One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $470 00
649 SIXTH Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $560.00
One Year Two Person Rate $460.00
B02_SIS1H- Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity. Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $610.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $510.00
840 850 SIXTH - Rock Lidge Manor. Two Bedroom. Two Baths.
Dishwashers. Extra Storage Area
School Year ■ Two Person Rate • $640 00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530 00
Km SEVFNTH -Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $545 00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
WE HAVEMANYOTHER ONEANDWO BEDROOM BU1LDINCS STOP
IN THE OFFICE FOR A BROCHURE
WE ALLOW PETS IN SELECTED BUILDINGS WITH A 1225.00 NONREFUNDABLE PET DEPOSIT.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260.
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix HAf-OD

For Rent

For Sale

brought to you by

t or 2 roommates needed.
Huge house with game room.
$250 per mo Call 440-935-5230
Subleaser needed ASAP for fully
(urn. new apt Call Oustm or Dave at
353-3892
Subleaser needed May through
Aug . above Pisanellos -downtown.
Call 354-9436
Subleasers needed ASAP, tor very
nice, fully fum. apt. across from
campus/cheap Kon 419-575-0069
Subleasers needed for summer semester May 15-Aug. 15 House on
S. College 1 block from campus
Call Sara 214-4159

Help Wanted

400 counselors/instructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Pocono PA.
LohikanB004884321ww.lohikan.com
BARTENDERS NEEDED!!!. No
exp. necessary' Earn up to $300 a
day. 1-866-291-1884 ext U1132
Fraternities ' Sororities
Clubs ' Student Groups
Earn Sl.000-S2.000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour lund raising event.
Our programs make
fund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are filling
quickly, so gel with the program!
It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)
923-3238 or visit
www.cflmDUBlundraiser.com
It you love babies, you'll adore our 5
mo old twins. They're sweet & affectionate & need a responsible babysitter for 2-3 days/wk. in our Monclova Township home. Mother works
from home & will be avail, to help if
needed Sched is flex. If interested
please call Kelly at 419-865-7203.
Office cleaning. 5 hrs. per wk.
Mon-Fri. Own transportation
required. Call 352-5822
Spring/summer job available. Press
Box Supervisor for B G Youth
Baseball League. Call 353-2918
(night time only) to set up an interview and receive more info. This is
by far the BEST Summer Job in
BG Ask for Tim.
The Office of Residence Life's
Students of Color, Mentoring, Aiding, Retaining & Teaching (SMART)
program, are now accepting applications for Mentors & Team leaders for
the 03-04 academic yrs. Applications are avail Jan. 27. 03 in the
Office of Residence Life. 440 Saddlemire Student Services bldg, & are
due Feb. 10, 03 by 5pm. Please call
372-2495 if you have any questions.

$500 Police Impounds!
Cars/trucks/SUV's from $500
Hondas. Chevys & more! For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext 4558
'93 Oldsmobile Achieva with blown
headgasket. new brakes. Good car
for parts $750 or OBO Call
440-258-1881 or 419-214-3252
Bed brand new. Queen size pillow
top set. full warranty. Will sacrifice
$179 can deliver Call 419-392-7465

Avail, now. Efficiency. 1 lg rm. with
private bath Unfurn Grad student
preferred 352-5822.

■:

'

BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$500 & gas/eiec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917

"03-04 Apts for rent Going fast, all
next to campus & m quiet areas tor
study Listings avail 24/7 316 E
Merry «3,353-0325 9am-9pm
"Large 1 bdrm. apartment New carpet, next to campus, available now.
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm.

Homes A Apts. for 03-04 school yr.
1-3 person- 12 mo. leases only.
Smith Apt. Rentals 419-352-8917.
Listing at 532 Manville Ave. Office

2 bdrm. furn. apt. No smoking, no
pets Close to campus. Inclu. util
Call Tim at 353-5074.
2 houses for rent close to campus.
239Manville&835 5thSt.
May leases, no pets
Call Frobose Rentals 419-352-9392

I

3 bdrm house. 2 bdrm house,
2 bdrm apt, 3 bdrm. apt, A
efficiency apt. All in excellent
condition. 11 1/2 mo/leases,
Avail. Aug. 15.
Close to University.
Call 419-686-4651
Apartments - All Sizes May A Aug.
Reduced rent Jan. thru June 2003
419-353-8206 Fite Rental Mgmt.

Come play EUCHRE!
We are hosting a Monday night euchre
team player's tournament

fBeM
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Type of pear
Pie nut
Money factory
Do-others separator
Traditional saying
Garlield's pal
Woody Allen film
Derring-do
Cast-iron pan
Not by any means
Mineral springs
Glossy fabric
Birds bill
Ostentatious
Tickled

46
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54
56
60
64
66
67
68
69
70
71
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18
19
23
25
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27
29
31
32
33
35
37
40
41

Clinton follower
Where the drinks are?
Luminary
Settler
Temporary repair
Phonograph inventor
Engine pan:
A month of Sundays
Narrow strips of land
Smackers
Sacred image
Adidas rival
Dry run
Train-set brand name
Tears
Nicely said
Oregon's capital
Pedro's pal
Private instructor
Sheep sound
Hautboys
Penned
Rube
Lion's lair
1400 in letters
Sound from a hound
Maintain in
good condition

Poetic dawns
Brynner of The King and I*
Stand in a studio
Switch positions
Packs down
Superabundant
Humdrum
Subject of a
rainy-day rhyme
Military installation
Gull-like sea birds
In the vicinity
Thin strip
Adhesive substance
Openings

58
59
61
62
63
65
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Using explosives
So far, no
Stuffed shin
Voice box
Retinue
Old-fashioned
Barbecue choice
Emphatic
typeface: abbr.
Mountain m Thessaly
Flight member
Inkling
Tidal situation
Makes a mistake
Packed-house letters
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38 Sib for sis
39 Womanizers
organizer
43 Sell-esteem
44 Short sleep
45 Strike out
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APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
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ACROSS

Normally S25/hour
Offer expires 02-28-03

r*r=^i= «»VICES
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34
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Wm. Matthew Wolph
Protessional Masseur
419.348.0508
211 S. Mercer St. 40-D
Bowling Green. OH

1.800.648.4849
www.ststravel.com

■
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$45

Avail. Feb.1, 2003 4 bdrm. house
completely remodeled. 2 bdrm apt.
furnished. Both close to BGSU
Call 419-686-4651
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Two Gift Certificates

SELL TRIPS ON CAMPUS,
EARN CASH, GO FREE!!

"

i^B

LPH"

M

Subleaser needed ASAP.
5200/month plus utilities
Call 419-373-9852.

CANOW * ACAPULC0
JAMAICA « BAHAMAS
FL0BIDA

1

I^B

"
"'

'03-'04 Houses & Apartments
616 Second St. - 800 Third St
3 blocks off campus. Call 354-9740.

2 bdrm. apt. AVAILABLE NOW!
S545 unfurn. w/fridge, oven stove,
washing mach.. a/c Close to
campus. Will pay $545 upon
signing. 419-352-2919

■

LH"
E

>•

Professor will share house w/ professor or grad student $255 Incl. all
util. 5 bdrm.. lg wooded lot, 2 wood
burning fireplaces, faces golf course
352-5523, lv. msg. after 7pm.

NOW
ONLY

■

H

"Only 3 Lg houses left. Next to
campus, s.y. or 12 mo. tease. 303 E
Merry /8 students. 916 3rd St /8 students, new carpet. 211 E. Reed A.
B/4. 5 or 6. Call 9am-9pm. 353-0325

1 bdrm. Millikin Hotel, downtwn. BG.
2 levels w/spiral staircase & skylight.
Directly above Jed's on corner Main
A Wooster. Avail. now-Aug.
419-308-6787

1

'.'

■

Houses 1 2 A 3 bdrm. apts. withm
2 blocks of campus for 03-04
school year. Call 352-7454

For Rent
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Four more days til the weekend!!

3 regular
foot longsubs
only $10.99

Management Inc.

NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004
CALL 353-5800 FOR
COMPLETE LISTING
llillsdulr Apt. 1082 Fairness.
1 & 2 Bdrm Apts.
Dishwashcr-Garbagc Disposal
I 1/2 Baths-Washcr/Drycr Honk up
(2 Bdrm)

Manajtrment Inc.

Kvergrwn Apt. 215 lv Poe
Efficiencies/I Bdrms
Laundry on site
BGSU Bus Stop

M.nagcnKnl Inc.

Something For Everyone

Ilcinzsilc Apt.. 710 N Kmcrprisc
I&2 Bdrms
A/C-Dishwashcr-Garhagc Disposal
Washci/Diycr in 2 Bdrm.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

( lean Comforlabl
Affordable

MJIURCnirnt

Inc.

w

Blue House, 120 ProspCCl
2 Bdrms. «I & #4
Close to Downtown/Campus

*Prizes for the 1st and 2nd place teams*
601 V' Slrrrt
I Bdrm Furn
12 month luut37S (M

104 South Main - (4/9) 353-0988
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SIGN UP 7PM - GAMES 8-12
Finals on Monday, May 5,2003
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www.easysireetcafe.com

(irct-nlieaver Apl.. 642 S College
2 Bdrm Apt

Can hive PET (extra!)

IK XK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK
M.inijjTmf nt Inc.

\\ r%f Come meet the sisters of ^iK //

Will do a few semester leases
Spurn- and/ur f-'all

Sigma Kappa

.iiH.MIJlhSl.
iWillim llnusvi

7M 5'" Strmi
2 Bdrm hum
0 12 Mnml. Run
SlmMlr nop on propntv

Stop by our office at

1045 N. Main St.
\VH w. mcccabp.com

Informal Recruitment
Tuesday. January 28th 8-9 pm, 9-10 pm
Wednesday. January 29th 8-9 pm, 9-10 pm
Thursday, January 30th 8-9 pm, 9-10 pm
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710 7ih Si
2 Bdim I ulum
Updated kllihrm w< lUlhwahiri
Sliuitlc Mop tin proprrly

LEARN
ONE OF 21
LANGUAGES

Join the sisters of

Can 352 3445
As a Soldier at the

Follow the
Crowd To

Spacious Living
Awesome Locations
Exceptional Amenities
NO* LEASING
FOR 2003-2004

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES CO.

See Preferred For
1 & 2 Bedrooms • Efficiencies • Small Building •
Twinplexes • 2, 3 & 5 Bedroom Houses
Fox Run • Haven House Manor • Piedmont
Birchwood Place • Mini Mall • Small Buildings
Frontier Housing • Houses

ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

Defense Language
Institute in Monterey,
California, you'll learn
oneot 21 languages And
you don't need to speak a
foreign language to
qualify.
> > Call SSft lehn
Szewcy/kal4l9-B?-J54l
about collf gl loin
repayment and mMi Army
benefit!

ALPHA GAMMAI
DELTA
| for a "Girls Night Out"
room 308 of the Union
8-10 pm
tonight!

PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co.
530 Maple • 352-9378
Mon-Fri 8-12,1-4:30

ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

